
Soraya Cofie 
I am an education and luxury lifestyle entrepreneur with a background in Montessori
Developmental Psychology and Early Childhood Specialism.

I have been a Montessorian for the past 16 years, and 12 out of those years has been centered
professionally around the independent vocational & professional development college - MCG
(Montessori Center Ghana) I founded in 2010. 

MCG is a premier training center offering high quality, traditional and authentic Montessori early
years adult preparation courses to the early years workforce that comprises Montessori nursery
school owners/managers/supervisors, school teachers, child care professionals and providers,
child professionals & specialists (nurses, doctors, developmental delay & Intervention specialists,
etc) as well as parents...
Up until 2019 the college provided a full contact program for it's student but in 2020, it evolved
and transitioned to become a Virtual campus- MCGOnline and opened it's doors to wider reach
across the lenght and breadth of the country and across the continent and beyond.

I consider myself a purist Montessorian and recently this purist niche I have carved for myself is
recognised among peers and superiors within the Global community and I am critically Acclaimed
as an International Award Winning Montessorian honoring my "Outstanding Contribution to
Montessori in Practice"

Over the past 15 or so years, my scope of work includes industry expertise consultation, parenting
coaching, adult training on the continent, the UAE, etc.

I train, I coach parents, I consult for nurseries (setup, plan, provision, streamline their structure,
design and implement their curriculum, transition to Montessori from mainstream), and childcare
providers (design child spaces and enabling care and natural play environments for clients in real
estates, banks, corporate offices, medical and specialist environments, in home etc), offer the
Montessori approach to special education and needs intervention support, and give talk shops and
deliver speaking engagements on parenting toddlers to teens, mindfulness approach lifestyle, and
on education business development and management. I am a sensational speaker with flair on my
area of expertise. 

I am passionate about creating luxury lifestyle experiences and I am client obsessed. I curate
lifestyle services such as child interiors and outdoor spaces, upscale nanny services, children's play
and learn materials store, and as a series entrepreneur, I dabble other lifestyle services for
wellbeing such as a salad club, a concept store service (decor & fashion accessories) and finally a
virtual admin service business that is an avenue for me to help other small business streamline and
develop excellence in processes so they can focus on their business. 

Ultimately, I'm looking to attain clinical practice certification in psychotherapy while juggling it
with medical aesthetics (to operate full service wellness spas) alongside an authentic but
Specialism 0-3 Montessori Nursery. 

I am truly inspired to upskill and upscale people, refine lifestyle and wellbeing, and develop
people (children and adults) mindfully. I build teams, build up my clients and interact humans
generally with this inspiration, and I am very happy within this purpose.

https://sorayacofie.com
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